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ABSTRACT 

With the new minibcta insertion for SPEAR the betatron coupling and the 
perturbations of beam optics caused by the solenoid field of the MARK ID de
tector can't be compensated by the simple coils used so far. Therefore another 
scheme with Tour skew quads arranged in two families has been chosen. Even 
though this scheme doesn't compensate the effect of the solenoid on the beam 
completely, the residual emitlance coupling is much less* than \% which should 
be sufficient under all running conditions. The major advantage of this concept 
is its simplicity. 

' Work supported by the Department or Knergy, contract DE-ACO^TeSFOOSlS. 
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1. Introduction 

The Kolentid field of the SPEAR detector MARK III causes coupling of the 
betatron oscillations and perturbations of the machine beam optics. This effect 
and its compensation has been theoretically investigated by C. Ripken1'2 and J. 
Murray.1 The simplest compensation scheme uses additional solenoids on both 
sides of 1h<? detector magnet. This scheme has been used by MARK III so far. 
In order to get higher luminosities, a minibctn insertion-* will be implemented 
in SPBAR. Since this insertion requires a small distance between the interaction 
point and the first vertically focusing quadrupole the space previously occupied 
by the compensating coils will be filled by these magnets. Therefore the betatron 
oscillations will be decoupled by special smalt quadru poles rotated by an angle 
of 45 degrees. 

Solenoid fields and skew quadrupoles are represented by matrices of different 
types and therefore in principal it is not possible to compensate the betatron cou
pling with only otf'esbew quadrupole. The particle motion of a coupled machine 
may he written in the form of a 4 X 4 transport matrix 

where / / and V are the 2 X 2 matrices which, in absence of cross plane coupling, 
would describe the independent horizontal and vertical oscillations. The 2 X 2 
cross plane matrices CJJ and Cy give the betatron coupling from the vertical 
plane to the horizontal and from the horizontal to the vertical respectively. It is 
important to note that if Cjf vanishes Cy also vanishes and vice versa. Therefore 
the coupling is completely compensated, if 

Cy = 0 (or CH = 0) . 

J. J. Murray4 has shown that a set of Four skew quads on each side of the detector 
will satisfy this constraint. 

In a relatively small machine like SPEAR it is, however, very difficult or 
even impossible to find free space for four skew quads with sufficient spacing. 
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Therefore a scheme was studied with leas than four magnets per quadrant. Ob
viously this concept does not compensate the perturbation due to the solenoid 
field completely and the four matrix elements will never vanish simultaneously, 
But on the other hand this constraint is not really required, One has to take 
into account that real flat machines have already a vertical beam emittancc of 
at least one percent of the horizontal emittance. The reasons are orbit distor
tions, magnet misalignments and olher machine imperfections. Therefore from 
a practical point of view, every compensating scheme, which reduces the emit* 
tance coupling K = t3/{x to values of less than one percent is sufficient and 
will be much simpler than the theoretically exact four Family solution mentioned 
above. The two family scheme developed for the new SPEAR minibeta optics is 
described in this nrie. 

2. Particle Motion with Cross Plane Coupling 

The particle motion with cross plane coupling is given by the following two 
coupled trajectory equation: 

(2) 
*" - kx = Nz 

J' + kz^Nx . 

Following the work of G. Ripken1-2 and the lecture given by K. G. Steffen& 

the general solution can be expressed as a linear combination of four linearly 
independent vectors 

(*i\ 

ft- t = l, 2, 3, 4 (3) 

t{ is the horizontal amplitude and z^ the horizontal angle of the trajectory and 
Zi and ^ describe tbc corresponding vertical values. Each pair of the vectors y„ 
also called "generating trajectories," satisfy the normalization condition 

(*i4 - ***!') + UA - *±4) = !. **. * = h 2 or 3, 4 (4) 
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With these trajectory vectors the coupled particle motion may be represented by 
a 4-dimensiona) ellipsoid 

As a function of the phase parameters ̂ , 8 and 0 the vector p doGnes the surface 
of the ellipsoid, For weak coupling the independent emittances cj and e// ore 
almost identical to the uncoupled horizontal and vertical emittance respectively. 

The betatron oscillation iu a system with coupling has two independent modes 
in each plane represented by two corresponding beta functions: 

Mode I Mode II 

Ar=*?+4 AT* =*? + *4 

The projection of the phase ellipsoid onto the x, z^plane provides the result-
ing horizontal beam dimensions: 

Envelope : Ex = ^ / f e + ' / l f e 

Angular envelope : j i T = y/tjfjx + <//'>//i 

and analogously for the r s'-phr-
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3. Periodic Solution for a Coupled Circular Machine 

The transformation of tbc generating trajectories through the entire circular 
machine may be expressed by the matrix equation 

9im = ML'9t[0) * = 1, 2, 3,4 (8) 

where L is the circumference of the machine orbit. Mjt is tbc 4 X 4 coupled 
matrix for a full revolution. In the case of a periodic solution, the transformed 
set of trajectories j?,-(L) gives the same 4-dimensional ellipsoid as the original set 
jl, (0), but since Mi ^ E (E = unity matrix) also jf,(A) ^ jfi(0)- ' n order to 
find the stable periodic solution we define the following complex vectors 

h = Vi + *te 
Vn = Vs + i-h • 

The transport matrix Mi contains only real elements and therefore we derive 
from (8) 

VlW^MftijiO) (10) 

nn<*. an analogous expression for p//. 

The vector yr(L) is rotated by an angle 4>i with respect to the vector 5/(0). 
Therefore we obtain the transformed vector jj/ (£) by rotating the original vector 
jfr (0) by tbe angle <j>i- Thus the periodicity can be introduced by requiring that 
the vector jjf; = 5/ (0) be the eigenvector of the revolution matrix ($ = J?J or 

V = Pll) • 

A/£, j f=Xj f (11) 

with 

and 

|X| = 1 . 
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The equation (II) has nontrivial solutions if 

del (ML - X E) = 0 . (12) 

From this relation we directly obtain the characteristic equation 

X4 + aX3 + &X2 + cX 4-1 = 0 , (13) 

The resl coefficients a, b, e, are fully determined by the matrix elements of A/j,. 
The coupled motion is stable if (13) has only complex solutions. This requires 
the condition a = c Thus the four eigenvalues become 

X/=\f r + iX/t \ 
vi \ -\ l model 
x/=Xfr - 'X/t J 

I") 
*{ '=*" ' + ' * 'M mode II . 
Xtt=Xtlr — **JJe t 

Inserting these eigenvalues in (11) we finally obtain the four generating trajecto
ries y,- representing the stable periodic particle motion in a coupled machine. 

This method has been used to investigate the SPEAR minibeta optics with 
coupling elements. The first order revolution matrices Mf, have been calculated 
by the computer code "TRANSPORT"6 which doesn't require any symmetry of 
the beam transport system. Therefore U was possible to vary the symmetrically 
arranged skew quads in different quadrants independently. It was also BO problem 
to hare the solenoid field only in one interaction region. 

4. Skew Quad Compensation of The MARK m Solenoid Field 

All calculations concerning betatron coupling of SPEAR due to the MARK M 
solenoid field and Us compensation have been performed Tor the 3 em minibeta 
optics3 and a beam energy ot E = 1.89 GeV. At this energy the horizontal 
beam emittance is (x = 1.786 X 10~7 tnrad. In order to simulate the undesired 
vertical emittanc* as mentioned above, it was set to €z = 1.786 X 10 mrad, 
i.e. tz = 0.01 • (x. ID the absence of coupling the resulting vertical beam size in 
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the interaction point is a* =7 .43 X 10 m which defines the minimum possible 
value. 

At first the influence of the uncompensated solenoid field on the vertical beam 
SIM? has been calculated up to the maximum strength of BSOL ~ ° - 4 T, The 
result is plotted in Fig. 1. It is remarkable that the beam sizes grow differ
ently in both interaction points with increasing field strength. The reason is the 
asymmetric arrangement of the solenoid field in the ring. The magnetic detector 
MARK Til is installed in the west pit whereas the east pit has no magnetic Geld. 

In order to reduce the vertical beam size to almost the minimum possible 
value a set of four skew quads has been chosen arranged in two independent 
families SQl and SQ2 as sketched in Fig. 2. This scheme consists of only one 
skew quadnipole per quadrant mounted very close to the first vertically focusing 
minibeta quadrupole as shown in Fig. 3. At this position the beta functions 
are relatively large which causes a very sensitive compensation. In addition the 
dispersion in this region is zero and therefore there are no problems with coupled 
dispersion functions. 

For a systematic investigation, the gradient of the two families has been varied 
stepwise and then the periodic solution of every case has been calculated. From 
these periodic solutions, the vertical beam sizes in both interaction points were 
evaluated. The result is shown in Fig. 4. Each graph displays the two vertical 
beam sizes as a function of the SQl gradient. The strength of the second family 
SQ2 was set to different values and kept constant throughout the variatioa of 
SQl. 

It is a remarkable result that in all cases it was possible to reduce the vertical 
beam size in one interaction point to almost the value of the uncoupled machine, 
but not necessarily also at the same time in the second interaction point. This 
might be of interest since there is only the west I.P. occupied l>y a detector 
whereas the east LP. isn't used. Thus a larger vertical t*eam size in this unused 
region wiH reduce the space charge forces and therefore the tune shift. This 
allows higher beam currents to collide and consequently a higher luminosity in 
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the one used interaction region. In this tight even only the one skew quad family 
SQ1 b sufficient (Pig. (4a)). 

From the calculations drawn in Fig. 4 one can easily derive the gradients of 
the two quad families required for a minimum vertical beam size in an interaction 
point as shown in Fig. 5. Since the curves in Fig. S corresponding to the east and 
west IP. respectively have a different slope they cross each other in one point. 
This point indicates the only pair of gradieot values which gives a minimum beam 
size in both interaction regions simultaneously. The exact calculations provide 
the following values: 

1. skew quad family SQl: g = 0.05841 T/m 

2. skew quad fsr»iiy SQ2: g = 0.17124 T/m . 

For this case the 4 X 4 revolution matrix of the 3 cm mini beta optics becomes: 

MT = 

This matrix is calculated starting in the east LP. Even in this best case the 2 X 2 
cross plane submatriccs CJJ and Cy are significantly different from zero. The 
beta functions (6), however, derived from the periodic solution are very close to 
the uncoupled case {0% = 0.00 m, 0"s = 0.03 m); which is listed in the following 
table: 

/ -0.30929 0.83668 0.26178 0.00164 \ 
-0.00847 -1.08203 -0.30929 -OSOOfiS 
0.00164 \ 

-0.00847 
0.00847 -0.00164 0.48015 0.02814 

V 0.30065 -0.26178 -27.40077 0.48015 / 

East I.P. West IP. (MARK fH] 

*;,M 0.8700 0.9251 

*?,H 0.0000 0.0000 

*?/>l 0.0001 0.0000 

fnM 0.0321 0.0311 

o%\mm\ 0.3964 0.4065 
trlfrm] 7.028 7.474 
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The fact that 0)h <K fi*r and f)\. <K /7j/e demonstrates, that the betatron 
coupling is indeed negligible. Also the vertical beam size is at most 1% larger than 
in the realistic but uncoupled machine with a vertical omittance cz = 0.01**, 
The residual omittance coupling due to the solenoid field of MAIIK III after 
compensation with the two skew quadrupolc families is much less than 1%. In 
the light of these results a more sophisticated compensation adiome for SPEAR 
is not required and even not reasonable. 
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Figure 1 Vertical beam size? in the interaction points vs. solenoid Geld of 
MARK ID without- compensation. 
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Figure 5 Minimum vertical beam sizes in the two interaction points as a 
function of the gradient of the two skew quad families. 
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